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Abstract 
This report presents the thermal-hydraulic analysis of an overpower transient in 
the first wall cooling system of the Next European Torus (NET) design or the 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) design. 

An overpower transient results from a plasma power excursion. The overpower 
transient considered in this report results from a linear increase of the plasma 
power from the nominal generated power to four times this nominal power in 30 s. 

The analysis has been performed using the thermal-hydraulic system analysis 
code RELAP5/MOD3. In the analysis, special attention has been paid to the 
transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the cooling system and the temperature 
development in the first wall. It appears that a severe temporature increase docs 
not take place. 
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SUMMARY 

( 
\ An overpower transient results from a plasma power excursion. The overpower 

transient considered in this report results Trom a postulated linear increase of the 
plasma power From the nominal generated power to Tour times this nominal power 
in 30 s. 
The Next European Torus (NET) design or the International Tlicrmonuclcar Ex
perimental Reactor (ITER) design will be cooled by a number of separate cooling 
systems. The most important cooling systems arc: the first wall cooling system, 

I the blanket cooling system, the divcrtor cooling system, and the shield cooling 
1 system. In this report, the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the above-mentioned over

power transient will be presented for the first wall cooling system of NET/ITER. 

During overpower transients, the fusion power will increase to less than four times 
the nominal power. For this reason, the overpower transient considered in this 
report is the worst case scenario. 

The analysis of the thermal-hydraulic system behaviour during the considered 
overpower transient has been performed for a coolant temperature of 333 K 
(60 "O in the first wall inlet manifolds and 433 K (160 °C) in the first wall outlet 
manifolds. 

The analysis has been performed using the thermal-hydraulic system analysis 
code RELAPS/MOD3. In the analysis, special attention has been paid to the 
transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the cooling system and the temperature 
development in the first wall. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Several studies arc underway within the European Fusion Safety and Environ
mental Programme [ I ]. These studies analyse possible accidents ?nd evaluate 
counteractions which can be undertaken to keep the Next European Torus (NET) 
or the International Thermonuclear Fxpcrimcntal Reactor (ITER) in a safe condi
tion. The main objective of the analyses of the accident sequences is to determine 
the system and containment response. 

Within the European Fusion Safety and Environmental Programme, ihc Nether
lands Energy Research Foundation ECN is among others involved in the analysis 
of loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) and loss-of-flow accidents (LOFAs). These 
analyses concern the transient thermal-hydraulic system behaviour inside the 
cooling systems and the temperature development inside the nuclear components 
during the considered accidents. The analyses have been performed using the 
thermal-hydraulic system analysis code RELAP5/MOD3 [2]. 

NET/ITER w;ll be cooled by a number of separate cooling systems. The most 
important cooling systems arc: the first wall cooling system, the blanket cooling 
system, the divcrtor cooling system, and the shield cooling system. The first wall 
cooling system consists of four so-called first wall quarter loops. The analysis 
of an overpower transient in a first wall quarter loop will be presented in this 
report. The analysis of in-vcsscl LOCAS, ex-vessel LOCAs, and LOFAs in a first 
wall quarter loop has been been presented in [3.4,5]. The analysis of ex-vessel 
LOCAs and LOFAs in the divcrtor cooling system has been documented in [6,7]. 

An overpower transient results from a plasma power excursion. The overpower 
transient considered in this report has been defined in [8]. During this transient, 
the fusion power is assumed to increase linearly from nominal power to four 
times this nominal power in 30 s. Following this period, a plasma disruption will 
terminate the plasma burning. The cooling system functions normally during the 
transient. 

The above-mentioned overpower transient may have a strong impact on the 
thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the cooling system and the thermal response of 
the first wall. The analysis of this overpower transient has to demonstrate whether 
or not water as a coolant can cope with this type of transient. This analysis is 
therefore important for the selection of the coolant medium for NET/ITER. 

During overpower transients, the fusion power will increase to less than four times 
the nominal power (sec (8)). For this reason, the above-described overpower 
transient is the worst case scenario. 

This report presents the analysis of the thermal-hydraulic system behaviour of 
these three LOFAs for a coolant temperature of 433 K (160 °Q in the first wall 
outlet manifolds. This temperature has been selected on basis of preliminary 
calculations. 

The operation of NET/ITER will be performed in two phases: a physics phase and 
a technology phase. The physics phase will emphasize physics experiments, and 
the technology phase will focus primarily on technology testing. In this report, 
the configuration and the process conditions arc based on the physics phase. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF NET/ITER 

The design of NET/TTER used in this report is identical to the design used in [S]. 

2.1 General Configuration 
The general configuration of NET/ITER is shown in Fig. 2.1. The torus is 
composed of 16 toroidally assembled sectors. 

The total thermal power to be removed during the burning phase of the physics 
phase amounts roughly to 1800 MW. A number of separate primary cooling 
systems is foreseen to remove this power. The most important cooling systems 
arc 19]: 
• the first wall cooling system (510 MW); 
• the blanket cooling system (665 MW); 
• the divenor cooling system (170 MW); 
• the shield cooling system (200 MW). 

Water is the primary coolant in these cooling systems. 

In this report, the analysis will be limited to postulated LOFAs in the first wall 
cooling system. 

2.2 The First Wali Cooling System 
The conceptual design of the first wall cooling system is shown in Figs. 2.2 through 
2.8. 

The first wall is formed by the 750 m3 plasma facing surface of the in-vcsscl 
blanket segments and surrounds most of the region where the plasma production 
takes place. For the initial physics phase, the first wall consists of an array of 
armour tiles mounted on the water cooled first wall segments at the front face 
of the blanket segments. These form the so-called integrated first wall/blanket 
segments (Fig. 2.6 through Fig. 2.8). 

The torus is composed of 16 toroidally assembled sectors. Figure 2.3 presents 
a 3-D view of the segmentation of one sector. As can be seen in this figure, 
each sector consists of two inboard first wall/blanket segments and three outboard 
first wall/blanket segments. Figure 2.6 presents the miaplanc cross-section of an 
inboard first wall/blanket segment, whereas Fig. 2.7 shows the midplanc cross-
section of an outboard first wall/blanket segment. In these figures, one half of a 
first wall/blanket segment has been represented according to the shielding blanket 
design, and the other half has been represented according to the breeding blanket 
design. Each inboard first wall segment has 36 cooling pipes with an inner 
diameter of 0.010 m located in the first wall stainless steel panels and 12 cooling 
pipes with an inner diameter of 0.035 m located in the back plate. Each outboard 
first wall segment has 48 cooling pipes with an inner diameter of 0.010 m located 
in the first wall stainless steel panels and 8 cooling pipes with an inner dian.ctct 
of 0.035 m located in the back plate. 

The primary cooling system of the first wall consists of four separated first wall 
quarter loops. Each first wall quarter loop removes the heat generated in four 
adjacent sectors, which amounts to a quarter of the total generated heat. 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 

Each first wall quarter loop (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) has a main cooling circuit which 
consists of: 
• a hot leg: 
• a cold leg; 
• an inlet and an outlet ring collector; 
• a pressuri/cr connected to the hot leg; 
• a heat exchanger to transfer the heat from the primary cooling circuit to the 

secondary cooling circuit; 
• a recirculation pump located in the cold leg. 

Four sector circuits arc connected to the ring collectors of the first wall quarter 
loop. Each sector circuit consists of: 
• two inboard segment circuits and three outboard segment circuits; 
• one inlet and one outlet manifold; 
• one feeder from the inlet ring collector to the inlet manifold; 
• one feeder from the outlet manifold to the outlet ring collector. 

An inboard segment circuit removes the heat generated in an inboard first wall 
segment. Each inboard segment circuit consists of (sec also Fig. 2.6): 
• one feeder from the sector inlet manifold to the inboard first wall segment; 
• 36 cooling pipes with an inner diameter of 0.010 m for heat removal from ihc 

first wall; 
• 12 cooling pipes with an inner diameter of 0.035 m for heat removal from the 

back plates; 
• one feeder from the inboard first wall segment to the sector outlet manifold. 

Each outboard segment circuit consists of (sec also Fig. 2.7): 
• one feeder from the sector inlet manifold to the outboard first wall segment; 
• 48 cooling pipes with an inner diameter of 0.010 m for heat removal from the 

first wall; 
• 8 cooling pipes with an inner diameter of 0.035 m for heat removal from the 

back plates; 
• one feeder from the outboard first wall segment to the sector outlet manifold. 

Geometrical data of the first wall segments have been obtained from the latest 
ITER design as presented in June 1991 f 10]. 

Table 2.1 presents the design characteristics of a first wall quarter loop. For 
ihc specified temperatures in this table, a primary mass flow of 298 kg/s and 
a secondary mass (low of 2050 kg/s arc required for removal of the thermal 
power. Based on these mass flows and the specified coolant velocity of 4 m/s, 
the diameter of the out-vcsscl components have been calculated. The geometrical 
data of the components of a first wall quarter loop arc shown in Table 2.2. The 
total primary coolant inventory equals about 23 m3 which corresponds to about 
22000 kg. Essential components arc the ring collectors above the vacuum vessel 
which comprise about 25% of the total volume of a first wall quarter loop. 

The design characteristics of the pump, prcssurizcr, and heat exchanger arc based 
on water cooled nuclear fission reactor technology. Up to now, emergency cooling 
systems arc not yet part of the design. 

The fust wall steel panels will be covered completely with armour tiles during the 
physics phase of the NET/ITER project. The first wall steel panels arc integrated 
with the underlying blanket segments. The configuration of these integrated first 
wall/blanket segments is obtained from [10) and shown in Figs. 2.6 through 2.8. 
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Description of NETYÏTF.R 

In the present calculations, the conceptual design with round poloidal cooling 
pipes has been used. Carbon Fibre Composite (CFC) has been selected as the 
reference material for the first wall armour material. AISI 316 austcnitic steel has 
been chosen as the basic structural material for the first wall steel panels. Use of 
boih radiaiivcly and conductively coo!ed tiles is envisaged (Fig. 2.8). The design 
with the radiativcly cooled tiles has a gap between the stainless steel panels and 
the umour tiles. The design with the conductivcly cooled tiles has a compliant 
layer Ahich is applied to provide the contact between the armour tiles and the steel 
paticls. Iftc radiativcly cooled tiles arc applied at the location of the outboard 
midplanc which is exposed to the highest heat fluxes. The radiativcly cooled tiles 
cover about 10** of the total first wall surface. 
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Overpower Transient n the First Will Coding System 

Tabic 2.! Design characteristics of a first wall quarter loop for a coolant temperature of 
433K(ï60*C)in the outlet manifolds. 

Process parameter 
Design parameters 
Thermal power 
Coolant temperature primary side 
- inlet manifolds 
- outlet manifolds 
- difference 
Coolant temperature secondary side 
- inlet heat exchanger 
- outlet heat exchanger 
- difference 
Coolant velocity in primary piping 

Calculated parameters 
Coolant mass flow 
- primary side 
- secondary side 

System characteristics 
Coolant inventory 
Prcssurizcr pressure 
System friction 

{units) 

(MW) 

(K) 
(K) 
(K) 

(K) 
(K) 
(K) 
(m/s) 

(kg/s) 
(kg/s) 

(kg) 
(MPa) 
(MPS) 

value 

125.5 

333 
433 
100 

308 
323 
15 
4.0 

298 
2050 

22000 
2.12 
0.67 
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Description of Nbi/IlhR 

Tabic 2.2 Geomariral data of the components of a NFTHTER first wall quarter loop. 
(Coolant temperature outlet manifold = 433 K\ 

Pipe sections 

1 maiit circuit: 
-hot kg 
-cold leg 
-1 inlet ring collector 
• 1 outlet ring coikrctoi 

4»1 sector circuits: 
-4*1 inlet feeders 
- 4*1 sector inlet manifolds 
- 4*1 sector outlet manifolds 
- 4»! outlet feeders 
- 4*2 inboard segment circuits 
- 4*3 outboard segment circuits 

4«2 inboard segment circuits: 
• 4*2 inlet feeders 
- 4*2*36 cooling pipes first wall 
- 4 *2* 12 cooling pipes back plates 
- 4*2 outlet feeders 

4*3 outboard segment circuits: 
• 4*3 inlet feeders 
• 4*3*48 cooling pipes first wall 
- 4*3*8 cooling pipes back plates 
- 4*3 outlet feeders 
Other main circuit 
components 
I Prcssuri/.er 
I Surge line 
1 Pump 
t Heat exchanger 
Total volume 

Number 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
8 
12 

8 
A 

288 
96 
8 

12 
12 

576 
% 
12 

Height 
trn| 
5 

10 

Diameter 

l«! 

0.314 
0314 
C.314 
0.314 

0.158 
0.158 
0158 
0.158 

0.100 
0.010 
0.035 
0.100 

0.100 
0.010 
0.035 
0.100 

Miscc 

Length 

M 

35.00 
35 OC 
3125 
3125 

6.00 
6.25 
6.25 
6.00 

10.00 
11.70 
11.70 
10.50 

8.00 
13.35 
13.35 
7.40 

iancous 
parameters 

60%watcr/40%sic»m 
•0.18m. 
298kg/s 

cngth=4m 
0.67M?a 

1975 pipes 0.010m 

Flow area 
[m2| 

0078 
0.073 
0.078 
0.078 

0.078 
0.078 
0.078 
0.078 

0.063 
0.0226 
0.0923 
0.063 

0.094 
0.0452 
0.0923 
0.094 

Flow area 
|mJ] 
0.50 

0.025 

0.155 

Volume 
lm1} 

2.73 
273 
2.44 
2.44 

0.47 
030 
0.50 
047 

0.63 
0.26 
1.08 
0.66 

0.75 
0.60 
1.23 
0.70 

Volume 
Im'l 
2.50 
0.10 
1.00 
'.55 
23.3 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 

1. inner poloidal coils 
2. blanket 
3. plasma 
4. vacuum vessel-shield 
5. plasma exhaust 
6. biological shield-cryostat 

7. active control coils 
8. toroidal field coils 
9. first wall 

10. divcrtor plates 
11. outer poloidal coils 

Figure 2.1 An isometric view of the NETIITER device showing the main components. 
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1. upper divcrtor plates 
2. lower divcrtor plates 
3. first wall 
4. inner blanket 
5. outer blanket 

6. toroidal field coils 
7. plasma exhaust 
8. cryostat 
9. feeders to manifold 

Figure 2.2 Vertical cross-section of the in-vessel components ofNETIITER. 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 

upper plug 

inboard blanket 
segment 

lower plug 

outboard central upper 
blanket segment 

outboard blanket 
segment 

horizontal port 

outboard central lower 
blanket segment 

lower divertor 
plate 

Figure 2.3 3-D view of the segmentation of one sector ofNET!ITER. (Onj sector consists 
of 2 inboard segments and 3 outboard segments.) 
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Description of NET/ITER 

outlet ring 
collector 

feeders 

inboard blanket 
segment 

outboard blanket segment 

Figure 2.4 Primary piping for the inboard and outboard first wait. 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 
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Figure 2.5 Design /oyotf/ o/ <A« manifolds, ring collectors, and feeders of the primary 

ciruit. 
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Description of NET/TTER 

Back Plate 

Blanket 

shielding blanket 
design 

breeding blanket 
design 

First Wall armour tiles 
First Wall stainless steel panels 

plasma side 

Figure 2.6 Midplane cross-section of an inboard first wall/blanket segment. (2 inboard 
first wall/blanket segments per sector.) 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 

breeding blanket 
design 

shielding blanket 
design 

Back Plate 

Blanket 

First Wall armour tiles 
First Wall stainless steel panels 

plasma side 

Figure 2.7 Midplane cross-section of an outboard first wall/blanket segment. (3 outboard 
first walllblanket segments per sector.) 
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Description of NET/ITER 

CONDUCTIVELY 
COOLED TILES 

papyexj" 
compliant 

layer. 

o 

plasma side 

RADIATIVELY 
COOLED TILES stainless 

I • steel 
panel 

plasma side 

dimensions in mm 

Figure 2.8 Cross-sections of the first wall with conductively and radiatively cooled tiles. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCIDENT 
SCENARIO 

The overpower transient considered in this rcpon has been defined in [8]. During 
this transient, the fusion power is assumed to increase linearly from nominal 
power to four times this nominal power in 30 s. Following this period, a plasma 
disruption will terminate the plasma burning. The cooling system remains intact, 
and the pump remains operating normally during the transient. 

During overpower transients, the fusion power wil] increase to less than four times 
the nominal power (see [8]). For this reason, the overpower transient considered 
in this report is the worst case scenario. 

As stated in chapter 2, emergency cooling systems are not yet part of the derign. 
Therefore, the analysis of the accident scenario has been performed without 
operation of these systems. 
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4. RELAP5/MOD3 INPUT MODEL 

The RELAP5/MOD3 input model used in this report is almost identical to the 
input model used in [$]. Differences can be found only in the characterization of 
the heat loads (section 4.2). 

4.1 RELAP5/MOD3 Computer Code 

The analyses have been performed using the computer code RELAP5/MOD3 [2] 
which is a computer code developed for the analysis of the thermal-hydraulic 
system behaviour of water cooled nuclear fission reactors during transients and 
accidents. Two-phase flow conditions are computed by separate one-dimensional 
conservation equations for each phase. Non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium 
phenomena arc included. 

RELAP5 is widely applied for the analysis of transients and accidents in nuclear 
fission reactors. RELAP5/MOD3 is the final result of a 20 year code dc /clopment 
effort under contract for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US-
NRC) The previous version MOD2 has been validated by several users in the 
framework of the Internationa; Code Assessment Program (ICAP). Results of the 
assessment efforts and deficiencies observed have been integrated in the latest 
version of the code RELAP5/MOD3. 

ECN is also participating in ICAP and is closely cooperating with the Idaho En
gineering Laboratory (INEL) that supports and maintains the code under contract 
of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

The version V7af of the RELAP5/MOD3 code has been installed on an IBM 
RISC System/6000 workstation. 

In view of the present study, RELAP5/MOD3 has some new important features. 
The most characteristic new feature of this code is the addition of a time step control 
mechanism suitable for low pressure and low temperature conditions. Another 
important new feature of the code is the radiation model which is important for 
the modelling of the radiativcly cooled tiles. 

4.2 Characterization of the Heat Loads 

Nominal power 
The nominal power generated in the first wall during plasma burning in the physics 
phase is given in Table 4.1, as obtained from [ 11 ]. Of the total heat load, only 24% 
is deposited as surface heating (a-hcating), and 76% is generated as volumetric 
heating (n-hcating). About 30% of the total heat load is generated in the inboard 
first wall, and 70% is generated in the outboard first wall. The nominal power 
generated in a first wall quarter loop is given in Table 4.2. 

Poloidal power distribution 
The poloidal power distribution has been obtained from [12] and is shown in 
Fig. 4.1. This poloidal power distribution has been applied to the surface heating 
as well as the volumetric heating. 

Radial distribution of nominal p. wer 
The radial distribution of the volumetric heating as obtained from [12] is depicted 
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Overpower Transient in the First Wall Cooling System 

in Fig. 4.2. The volumetric power generation in the Carbon Fibre Composite 
(CFQ is about 40% smaller than the volumetric power generation in the stainless 
steel and papyex material. 

Decay heat power 
The decay heat power following a plasma shutdown or plasma disruption has 
been calculated based on data obtained from [13]. These data arc based on an 
initial situation with nominal power. These data are also applicable for the present 
overpower transient, because the plasma power excursion hardly influences the 
decay heat power. Since [13] docs not present results for papyex, the activation of 
papyex has been conservatively assumed to be equal to the activation of stainless 
steel. This assumption yields a small ovcrprcdiction only, because the papycx layer 
is rather thin. The calculated decay heat power versus the time after the plasma 
disruption is given in Table 4.3. As can be seen in this table, the initial decay 
heat power equals 2.97 MW. The calculated decay heat power is an ovcrprcdiction 
mainly because [13] provides data for the mid plane only which is exposed to the 
highest heat load. The radial distribution of the decay heat power is depicted in 
Fig. 4.3 and based on [ 13] As can be seen in Fig. 4.3, the deacy heat power in the 
Carbon Fibre Composite (CFQ is negligible compared to the decay heat power 
in the stainless steel. The poioidai distribution of the decay heat power equals the 
poioidai distribution of the nominal power (Fig. i.l). 

The generated power versus time forthe overpower transient is depicted in Fig. 4 4. 
The accidents start at t=10 s. During the next 30 s, the fusion power increases 
linearly from the nominal generated power (125.5 MW) to four times this nominal 
power (502 MW). Following this period, a plasma disruption will terminate the 
olasma burning. During the plasma disruption, the total generated power is 
assumed to decrease linearly from 502 MW to 2.97 MW (initial decay heat 
power) within 0.02 s. The poioidai distribution of the generated overpower is 
assumed to be ei;*.:-! to the poioidai distribution of the nominal power. In a similar 
way, the radial distribution of the generated ovcrpc, wcr is assumed to be equal to 
the radial distribution of the nominal power. 

4.3 Thermal Properties Data 

The next thermal porpcitics data have been used: 
• data for Carbon Fibre Composite (CFC), sec Table 4.4; 
• data for AISI316 austcnitic stainless steel, sec Table 4.5; 
• the thermal conductivity of papycx ha.* been assumed constant at 12 W/m.K, 

and the volumetric heat capacity of papycx has been assumed constant at 
2.86MJ/nr'\K. 

Linear interpolation is used for intcniicdiatc temperatures. An cmissivity of 0.7 
has been assumed for CFC and AISI 316 austtnitic steel. 

4.4 Design Assumptions 

The next design assumptions have been made in ciosc cooperation with the NET 
team. 

System Pressure 
To assure satisfactory operation of ;hc cooling system, a subcooling margin of 
50 K for the entire system has been assumed to avoid inadvertent boiling. This 
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RELARS/M0D3 Input Model 

combined with a coolant temperature of 433 K in the outlet manifolds results in 
a pressure setting of 2.12 MPa in «he prcssurizcr. In addition, the pressure at the 
inlet of the pump has to meet the following criterion in order to provide adequate 
subccoling during normal pump operation: 

* inlrl > ' talurattm + A ƒ i / I — ~pt-'l„iet 

where 
Ptnw = required pressure at pump inlet, 
Psaturan™ = saturation pressure of coolant at pump inlet, 
V PS II = Net Positive Suction Head of the pump, 

0 = liquid density at pump inlet, 
r,nUt = liquid velocity at pump inlet. 

For the present case, the saturation pressure of the coolant (333 K.) at the pump 
inlet equals 0.02 MPa, the liquid density at this location equals 985 kg/m3, and the 
liquid velocity at the pump inlet equals 4 m/s. The NPSH of the pump has been 
assumed at 0.1 MPa. This results in a required pressure at the pump inlet of only 
0.12 MPa. The subcooling margin of 50 K is she dominating criterion since it 
corresponds to a pressure of 2.10 MPa at the pump inlet for a coolant temperature 
of 433 K in the outlet manifolds. 

A safety relief valve has been modelled in order io prevent the system against 
ovcrprcssurizalion. The safely relief valve is located on the top of the pressurizer. 
The now area of the safety relief valve equals 0.005 m2, and the opening time 
cf the valve equals 0.1 s. The safety relief va'vc opens when the pressure in the 
prcssurizcr is more than 4.0 MPa and closes when the pressure in the prcssurizcr 
is less than 3.9 MPa. The valve remains at its current position when the pressure 
in the pressurizer is between 3 9 MPa and 4.0 MPa. 

Prc:,suriicr 
The pressurizer contains water and steam at saturation conditions. The prcssurizcr 
is filled for 60% with saturated water. The volume of the pressurizer cqunls about 
10% of the system volume. 

Pump 
By lack of detailed information on the main recirculation pump, data from existing 
pumps in water cooled nuclear fission reactors have been taken. The head-capacity 
curve of the recirculation pump at nominal pump speed is shown in Fig. 4.5. In 
order to obtain a time constant of (low coastdown of 8 s, the total moment of ircrtia 
of the pump and the rotating components coupled to the pump has been assumed to 
be equal to 1250 kg.m2. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5, the operating po.Jnt of the pump 
is determined by the pump characteristic (head-capacity curve) and the system 
characteristic (pressure loss-capacity curve). During steady state conditions, ihc 
pump operates at a pump head of 0.66 MPa (to overcome the pressure losses in 
the system) and a mass flow rale of 298 kg/s. 

Emergency cooling systems 
Emergency cooling systems arc not yet part of the design. 

4.5 Modelling Assumptions 

Energy losses 
A wall roughness of 5.1 f r ' m has been used for the calculation of the wall friction 
terms. This value is slightly higher than the roughness of smooth pipes (2.10"r' m). 
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Energy loss coefficients for flow area changes, elbows, and T-junctions have been 
obtained from | ! * ] -

Heat exchanger 
For reasons of simplicity, the best exchanger has been modelled as a straight tube 
heat exchanger This simplification docs not substantially influence the presented 
calculations. 

Containment pressure 
The containment pressure has been assumed constant at 0.1 MPa. 

Heat transfer by radiation 
Heat transfer by radiation occurs between uV plasma facing components (first 
wall and divcrtor plates), because the plasma is transparent to thermal radiation 
and large differences in surface temperatures exist. Only radiative heat transfer 
between the inboard and outboard first wall will be modelled in the present 
RËI.AP5 input model, because this input model docs not model the divcrtor 
plates. 

4.6 Nodalization Scheme 
The reference nodalization scheme of a first W3ll quarter loop is shown ir. Fig. 4.6. 
This nodalization scheme is based on the geometrical data as given in Tabic 2.2. 
The first wall quarter loop has been subdivided in 102 volumes, 102 junctions, 
and 53 heat structures with a total number of mesh points of 404. Modelling 
experience with the divcrtor cooling system has provided sufficient insight into the 
nodalization of the first wail cooling system, so that a sensitivity study concerning 
this nodalizaiion need not to be conducted. 

11K eight separate inboard segment circuits have been lumped together into one 
main inboard loop. In ihis loop, the essential thermal-hydraulic behaviour of 
the separate inboard segment circuits is simulated. The main inboard loop is 
identified with 300-numbers. In a similar way, the twelve scpanuc outboard 
segment circuits have been lumped together into one main outboard loop. This 
loop is Identified with 20ü-numbcrs. The main circuit of the quarcr loop cooling 
system is identified with 100-numbcrs. 

Figure 4.7 shows the axial subdivision of the first wall in heat structures and 
hydraulic volumes. A subdivision in 8 subvolumcs is used. The radiativcly 
cooled tiles, which form about 10 % of the total first wall surface, arc located at 
the outboard midplanc. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the first wall has been simi latcd 
using rectangular heat structures. The perimeter and (low area of the modelled 
cooling pipes equal the perimeter and flow area of the actual cooling pipes. 
The thickness of the heat structures has been determined such that the modelled 
mass of the components (CFC, papycx, and stainless steel) is equal to the actual 
mass. Use of rectangular heat structures as described above ovcrprcdicts the CFC 
temperatures. 

In RELAP5/MOD3, any heal structure may radiale to any other heat structure or 
set of heat structures in a user-defined enclosure. An enclosure is a set of heat 
structures that communicates through thermal radiation. In the present model, 
two enclosures have been defined. One enclosure has been defined to model the 
radiative heat transfer between the back of the radiativcly cooled tiles and the 
stainless steel panels behind these tiles. A second enclosure has been defined to 
model the radiative heal transfer between the CFC lilcs of the inboard and outboard 
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first wall. For this enclosure, the view factors have been calculated using the finite 
clement program ANSYS [15). 

4.7 Steady State Conditions 

The steady state conditions have been computed based on the RELAP5/MOD3 
input model. These calculated steady state conditions form the starting point 
for the LOCA analyses. Tabic 4.6 presents the design parameters as well as a 
number of calculated important steady state process parameters. As can be seen 
in this table, the differences between the design parameters and the corresponding 
calculated parameters arc small. The coolant temperature equals 332.8 K in the 
inlet manifolds. In the outlet manifolds, the coolant temperature equals 433.3 K. 
The coolant has lite highest coolant temperature (437.8 K) at the outlet of the 
outboard first wall segments. The coolant temperature increases by almost 1.7 K 
across the pump. The coolant mass now equals 298 kg/s in the main circuit. The 
coolant mass flow through the inboard first wall equals 106 kg/s, whereas the mass 
flow through the outboard first wail equals 192 kg/s. 

A number of calculated important steady state temperatures in the front side of the 
outboard first wall is shown in Table 4.8. The temperature of the plasma facing 
surface of the radiativcly cooled tiles at the midplanc of the outboard first wall 
equals 1962 K. The temperature of the plasma facii.g surface of the conductivcly 
cooled tiles near the midplanc of the outboard first wall equals 1171 K. Of the 
generated heat power in the radiativcly cooled tiles at the midplanc r f the outboard 
first wail, 43 % is radiated to colder regions at the first wall, and 57 % is radiated 
to the stainless steel panels behind the radiativcly cooled tiles. The steady state 
temperatures in the front side of the inboard first wall arc given in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.1 To tut power generated in the first wall cooling system. 

volumetric heating surface heating total 
(MW) (MW) (MW) 
114 32 146 
3 - 3 

262 90 352 
1 1 

380 122 502 

Table 4.2 Total power generated in a first wall quarter loop cooling system. 

volumetric heating 
(MW) 

inboard first wall 28.50 
inboard back plates 0.75 
outboard first wall 65.50 
outboard back plates 0.25 

95.00 

surface heating 
(MW) 

8.00 
-

22.50 
-

30.50 

total 
(MW) 
36.50 
0.75 

88.00 
0.25 

125.50 

Table 4.3 Decay heat power versus time after a plasma shutdown or a plasma scram. 

time after plasma shut- decay heat power 
down or plasma scram 

0.0 s 
1.0 m 
5.0 m 
10.0 m 
1.0 h 
3.0 h 
6.0 h 
12.0h 
1.0 d 

2.97 MW 
2.91 MW 
2.70 MW 
2.58 MW 
2.02 MW 
1.22 MW 
0.56 MW 
0.15 MW 
0.03 MW 

inboard first wall 
inboard back plates 
outboard first wall 
outboard back plates 
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Table 4.4 Thermal properties of CFC. 

temperature 
(K) 

300.0 
500.0 
1000.0 
1250.0 
2000.0 
3250.0 

temperature 
(K) 

300.0 
3250.0 

thermal conductivity 
(W/m.K) 

234.0 
210.0 
150.0 
110.0 
90.0 
50.0 

volumetric heat capacity 
(MJ/m3.K) 

3.6 
3.6 

Tabic 4.5 Thermal properties ofAISf 316 ausienitic steel. 

temperature 
(K) 

100.0 
300.0 
1700.0 
1701.0 
3000.0 

temperature 
(K) 

100.0 
300.0 
1700.0 
1701.0 
3000.0 

thermal conductivity 
(W/m.K) 

10.8 
14.0 
36.0 
18.0 
22.2 

volumetric heat capacity 
(MJ/m-MC) 

3.85 
4.02 
5.00 
5.31 
4.46 
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Table 4.6 Steady state process parameters of a first wall quarter loop cooling system. 

Process parameter 
Design parameters 
Thermal power 
Coolant temperature 
- inlet manifolds 
-outlet manifolds 
- difference 
Coolant temperature secondary system 
- inlet heat exchanger 
- outlet heat exchanger 
- difference 
Coolant velocity in primary piping 

Calculated parameters 
Coolant temperature 
- inlet manifolds 
-outlet manifolds 
- difference 
- o'ltlct inboard first wall segments 
- outlet outboard first wall segments 
- at pump inlet 
Saturation temperature outlet manifolds 
Pressure 
- inlet ring collector 
- inlet of the first wall segments 
- bottom outboard first wall segments 
- bottom inboard first wall segments 
- outlet ring collector 
- pressurizer 
- pump inlet 
Coolant mass flow 
- main circuit 
- inboard first wall 
- outboard first wall 
Coolant velocity 
- main circuit 
- inboard first wall 
- inboard back plates 
- outboard first wall 
- outboard back plates 
Pump 
- pump head 
- pump flow 

(units) 

(MW) 

(K) 
(K) 
(K) 

(K) 
(K) 
(K) 
(m/s) 

(K) 
(K) 
(K) 
(K) 
(K) 
<K) 
(K) 

(MPa) 
(MPa) 
(MPa) 
(MPa) 
(MPa) 
(MPa) 
(MPa) 

(kg/s) 
(kg/s) 
(kg/s) 

(m/s) 
(m/s) 
(m/s) 
(m/s) 
(m/s) 

(MPa) 
(kg/s) 

value 

125.5 

333 
433 
100 

308 
323 
15 
4.0 

332.8 
433.3 
100.5 
425.0 
437.8 
331.1 
491.6 

2.74 
2.73 
2.42 
2.39 
2.22 
2.12 
2.10 

298 
106 
192 

4.2 
4.8 
1.2 
4.4 
2.3 

0.67 
298 
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Tabic 4.7 Calculated steady state temperatures in the front side of the inboard first wall. 
(From top to bottom: heat transfer by radiation is taken into account) 

axial nr. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

coolant 
temp. 

[K] 
338 
346 
358 
373 
389 
404 
416 
423 

coolant 
side SS 

[K] 
345 
367 
389 
408 
426 
435 
440 
438 

interface 
SS/papyex 

[K] 
393 
512 
607 
664 
705 
685 
648 
574 

interface 
papyex/CFC 

IK] 
448 
692 
891 
1011 
1093 
1030 
932 
755 

plasma 
sideCFC 

[K] 
456 
730 
957 
1102 
1207 
1123 
999 
794 

Tabic 4.8 Calculated steady state temperatures in the front side of the outboard first wall. 
(From top to bottom: axial nr5 is the radiatively cooled tile; heal transfer by 
radiation is taken into account) 

axial nr. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

plasma 
sideCFC 

[K] 
343 
807 
998 
1148 
1962 
1171 
1047 
879 

interface 
CFC/papyex 

[Kl 
342 
762 
927 
1050 
1897 
1071 
974 
832 

interface 
papyex/SS 

fK] 
338 
559 
645 
709 
612 
731 
692 
631 

coolant 
side SS 

[K] 
334 
368 
390 
412 
415 
441 
450 
454 

coolant 
temp. 

[K] 
333 
344 
360 
379 
393 
412 
427 
438 
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Figure 4.1 Poloidal distribution of the generated power in the Inboard First Wall (IFW) 
and Outboard First Wall (OFW). 
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Figure 4.2 Radial distribution of the volumetric healing. 
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Figure 4.3 Radial distribution of the decay heat power. 
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Figure 4.4 Generaled power versus lime for the overpower iransieni. (The initiation of 
the overpower transient lakes place at (=Ws.) 
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Figure 4.5 Head-capacity curve of the recirculation pump. 
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Figure 4.6 Reference nodalization scheme of a first wall quarter loop as used in the 
RELAP5/MOD3 calculations. 
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Figure 4.7 Modelling of the first wall using 8 heat structures. 
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actual cross-section: modelled cross-section: 

V 15.7 nun 
-H 

plasma side plasma side 

Figure 4.8 Actual cross-section of the first wall and modelled cross-section using rectan
gular heat structures. 
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5. RESULTS 

In this chapter, the analysis of the overpower transient will be presented for a first 
wall quarter loop cooling system. Following operation at nominal conditions, the 
overpower transient starts at t=10 s. 

Graphs presenting the behaviour or pressure, temperature, mass flow, and heat 
transfer in the first wall quarter loop cooling system arc given in F:g. 5.1 through 
Rg. 5.15. 

System pressure 
Immediately following the time the generated power in the first wall starts to 
increase, the total power transferred to the coolant in the first wall starts to increase 
(Fig. 5.1). Due to the plasma disruption, this total power transferred to the coolant 
starts to decrease 30 s after accident initiation. Due to the large amount of stored 
heat in the first wall however, the total power transferred to the coolant remains 
larger than the power removed from the coolant in the heat exchanger di ring 
the first 53 s of the accident. Consequently, a net expansion of the coolant in 
the primary cooling system occurs during the first 53 s of the accident. Due to 
this net expansion of the coolant, coolant is forced into the prcssurizer (Fig. 5.3). 
Because the prcssurizcr is modelled as an isolated tank without spray, the system 
pressure (Figs. 5.2, 5.4, and 5.5) increases by about 0.94 MPa during the first 
53 s of the accident. Following this period, the power transferred to the coolant 
in the first wall is smaller than the power removed from the coolant in the heat 
exchanger (Fig. 5.1). As a consequence, a net shrinkage of the coolant in the 
primary cooling system takes plac * Due to this shrinkage of the coolant, coolant 
is discharged from the prcssurizcr nto the main cooling circuit (Fig. 5.3). As a 
result, the pressure stans to decrease about 53 s after accident initiation. 

Behaviour of the pump 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the performance of the pump. The operating point 
of the pump is determined by the pump characteristic (head-capacity curve) and 
the system characteristic (pressure loss-capacity curve). During steady state 
conditions, the pump operates at a pump head of 0.67 MPa (to overcome the 
pressure losses) and a mass flow rate of 298 kg/s. The pressure at the inlet and the 
outlet of the pump is shown in Fig. 5.5. The pressure difference across the pump 
corresponds to the pump head. 

The mass flow through the pump and the pump head remain almost constant 
during the accident. 

Thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the outboard first wall cooling pipes (loop 200) 
Figure 5.8 through Fig. 5.14 present the thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the out
board first wall cooling pipes. The forced coolant flow through the outboard first 
wall cooling pipes remains almost constant during the accident (Fig. 5.8). As a 
result, the coolant heats up immediately following the time the generated power in 
the first wall stans to increase (Fig. 5.9). Due to the prcssurization of the cooling 
system, the saturation temperature starts to increase also immediately following 
the time the generated power in the first wall starts to increase (Fig. 5.9). Imme
diately following the plasma disruption, the temperature of the coolant in the first 
wall starts to decrease. As a result, the coolant temperature at the outlet of the 
outboard first wall segments reaches a maximum of 465 K immediately following 
the plasma disruption. This maximum coolant temperature is 45 K below the 
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local saturation temperature. Thus, the coolant in the system remains subcoolcd 
during the accident. 

Fig. 5.11 presents the heat flux transferred to the coolant at the midpianc of the out
board first wall. The heat transfer coefficient at this location is shown in Fig. S. 12. 
During steady s:atc conditions, the generated heat is transferred to the coolant 
by means of single-phase liquid convection. The temperature of the first wall 
starts to increase immediately following accident initiation due to the increasing 
power (Figs. 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15). Consequently, the heat flux to the coolant 
starts to increase immediately following accident initiation (Fig. 5.11). Because 
the forced coolant flow through the first wall remains almost constant (Fig. 5.8), 
the temperature of the coolant starts to increase immediately following accident 
initiation (Fig. 5.9). Under these conditions, the heat transfer coefficient starts to 
increase also immediately following accident initiation (Fig. 5.12). Immediately 
following the plasma disruption, the temperature of the first wall starts to decrease. 
Consequently, the heat lux to the coolant starts to decrease immediately follow
ing the plasma disruption. The temperature of the coolant starts to decrease also 
immediately following the plasma disruption, because the forced coolant flow 
through the first wall remains almost constant. Under these conditions, the heal 
transfer coefficient starts to decrease immediately following accident initiation. 

As discussed above, the heat remains transferred by means of single-phase liquid 
convection at the midpianc of the outboard first wall during the accident. At 
the bottom of the outboard first wall, the temperature of the wall of the cooling 
pipes exceeds the saturation temperature of the coolant about 26 s after accident 
initiation, which causes a transition to subcoolcd nucleate boiling at this location. 
The boiling front moves gradually upstream. At the time of the plasma disruption, 
nucleate boiling occurs at about the undermost 3 m of the outboard first wall. 
Immediately following the plasma disruption, the boiling front moves rapidly 
downstream. About 3 s after plasma disruption, the heat is transferred by means 
of single-phase liquid convection again in the entire first wall. 

The radiaiivcly cooled CFC tiles arc applied at the midpianc of the outtoard 
first wall (subvolumc 5). Figure 5.13 shows some structure temperatures at this 
location. The temperature of the first wall starts to increase immediately following 
the time the generated power in the first wall starts to increase. Immediately 
following the plasma disruption, the temperature of the first wall starts to decrease. 
As a result, the temperature in the radiaiivcly cooled tiles reaches a maximum of 
about 2310 K 30s after accident initiation. The temperature in the stainless steel 
panels behind these radiaiivcly cooled tiles reaches a maximum of 770 K. The 
temperature development in the first wall at the location of the conductively cooled 
CFC tiles near the midpianc (subvolumcs 4 and 6) shows a similar behaviour 
(Fig. 5.14). The temperature in these conductivcly cooled tiles reaches amaximum 
of about 1525 K. Behind these tiles, the temperature in the papycx compliant layer 
reaches a maximum of 1280 K, whereas the stainless steel panels reach amaximum 
temperature of 855 K. 

Thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the inboard firs: wall cooling pipes (loop 300) 
The thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the inboard first wall cooling pipes is identical 
to thai in the outboard first wall cooling pipes. As a result, the temperature in 
the conductivcly cooled tiles at the midpianc of the inboard first wall reaches 
a maximum of about 1615 K 30 s after accident initiation (Fig. 5.15). The 
temperature in the papycx compliant layer behind these tiles reaches a maximum 
of 1360 K, whereas ihc temperature in the stainless steel panels reaches a maximum 
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of 840 K. 
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Figure 5.1 Total heal power transferred to the coolant in the first wall and heat power 
removed from the coolant in the heat exchanger. 
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Figure 5.2 Pressure in the prcssurizer. 
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Figure 5.3 M iss flow from the pressurizer into the main circuit. 
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Figure 5.4 Pressure in the ring collectors. 
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Figure 5.5 Pressure at the inlet and the outlet of the pump. 
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Figure 5.6 Pump head. 
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Figure 5.7 Mass flow through the pump. 
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Figure 5.8 Mass/low* through the cooling pipes at the midplane of the outboard first wall 
(subvolume 5). 
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Figure 5.9 Liquid temperature and saturation temperature of the coolant flow through 
the cooling pipes at the midplane of the outboard first wall (subvolume 5). 
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Figure 5.10 Void fraction in the cooling pipes at the midplane of the outboard first wall 
(subvolume 5). 
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Figure 5.11 Heat flux transferred to the coolant at the midpiane of the outboard first wall 
(subvolume 5). 
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Figure 5.12 Heat transfer coefficient at the midpiane oflhe outboard first wall (subvol
ume 5), 
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Figure 5.14 Structure temperatures near the midplane of the outboard first wall (subvol-
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6. CONCLUSION 

During the considered overpower transient, the heat remains transferred by means 
of single-phase liquid convective heat transfer in the entire inboard first wall 
cooling pipes and about the uppermost 7 m of the outboard first wall cooling 
pipes. About 26 s after accident initiation, transition to subcooled nucleate boiling 
takes place at the bottom of the outboard first wall cooling pipes. The boiling 
front moves gradually upstream. At the time of the plasma disruption (30 s after 
accident initiation), subcoolcd nucleate boiling occurs at about the undermost 
3 m of the outboard first wall cooling pipes. Immediately following the plasma 
disruption, the boiling front moves rapidly downstream. About 3 s after the plasma 
disruption, the heat is transferred by means of single-phase liquid convective heat 
transfer again in the entire first wall cooling pipes. Thus, dryout docs not occur 
in the first wall cooling pipes during this accident. 

The temperature of the first wall increases during the power increase (which lasts 
for 30 s). Immediately following the plasma disruption, the temperature of the 
first wall starts to decrease. As a result, the temperature of the radiatively cooled 
CFC tiles at the midplane of the outboard first wall reaches a maximum value of 
about 2310 K 30 s after accident initiation. The temperature of the stainless steel 
panels behind these radiativcly cooled tiles reaches a maximum value of 770 K. 
The temperature development of the outboard first wall at the location of the 
conductively cooled CFC tiles near the midplane shows a similar behaviour. The 
temperature of these conductivcly cooled tiles reaches a maximum value of about 
1525 K. Behind these tiles, the temperature of the papyex compliant layer reaches 
a maximum value of 1280 K, whereas the stainless steel panels reach a maximum 
value of 855 K. The maximum temperature of the conductively cooled tiles at 
the midplane of the inboard first wall equals about 1615 K 30 s after accident 
initiation. The maximum temperature of the papycx compliant layer behind these 
tiles amounts to 1360 K, whereas the temperature of the stainless steel panels 
reaches a maximum value of 840 K. 

Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that for water as a coolant the heat 
removal capacity remains such that severe temperature increases do not occur in 
the first wall during this worst case overpower transient. 
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